UN YOUTH PARTICIPATION

Martijn Visser
UN youth representative
10 pers → INTERVIEWS

6 pers → DEBATE

2 pers → CAMPAIGN

Winner!

SELECTION

2 YEARS
Additional

Core

Youth participation nationally

Thematic campaigns and projects

Public speaking

Part of UN delegation

Consult 2000 young people a year

Coordinated by Dutch Youth Council

Media outreach
Save the World!
Performance declines with increasing age for Speed of Processing, Working Memory, and Long-Term Memory.

Performance is preserved over age for World Knowledge.

### Speed of Processing
- Digit Symbol
- Letter Comparison
- Pattern Comparison

### Working Memory
- Letter Rotation
- Line Span
- Computation Span
- Reading Span

### Long-Term Memory
- Benton
- Rey
- Cued Recall
- Free Recall

### World Knowledge
- Shipley Vocabulary
- Antonym Vocabulary
- Synonym Vocabulary
CONSULTATION THROUGH YOUTH
DIRECTLY TO PARLIAMENT
SPEECH AT THE UNITED NATIONS
Dutch UN speech
DUTCH CLIMATE LAW

YOUTH AT ALL TABLES

TOP DOWN DECISION

BOTTOM UP MOVEMENT & STRUCTURE
YOUTH PARTICIPATION

MORAL OBLIGATION

BUILD A MOVEMENT

ADDED VALUE FOR DREAMTEAM
YOUTH & AARHUS

AWARENESS THROUGH YOUTH

HELP TO STRENGTHEN YOUTH PARTICIPATION FORMALLY

LINK TO OTHER UN BODIES
THANKS!

@MartijnVisserVN